Another semester has come and gone, and the Libraries have a lot to be proud of this semester. Our own technology staff developed a system for mapping items in the catalog to help people find them on the shelves. This is especially useful for music scores, which may be in special oversized or miniature sections.

—Amy Edmonds
Music Librarian

Music Subject Guides

The libraries’ website now features several specific subject guides instead of the single “Music and Music Education” guide. They are:

- Jazz
- MuHis 100
- Music Education
- Music History
- Musical Theatre
- Opera
- Popular Music

Each guide includes information for all phases of research: background reading, CardCat searches, database searches, CD and DVD searching and reference sources.

You can see all the subject guides at http://bsu.libguides.com

Stack Mapping in CardCat

Beginning this semester, library materials in CardCat are linked to maps of the shelving areas for your convenience. You can see the range (shelf) number of your item along with a map highlighting the range. Look for the link at the bottom of the record:

Study Shelves

We added a study shelf in the Reference section (photo, right) for more convenient consultation.

We also added two pull-out study shelves in the regular stacks: near the Jamey Aebersold jazz series (MT 68) and one near the vocal anthologies (M 1507 and M 1600s) to make browsing easier.
### New CDs of Note:

- Arensky. Piano Music  
  Compact Disc 20619
- Balakirev. Piano Music  
  Compact Disc 20670
- Brahms. Deutsches Requiem / Harmoncourt  
  Compact Disc 20603
- Brookmeyer, Bob / New Art Orchestra. Celebration  
  Compact Disc 18905
- Caballé, Montserrat. Montserrat Caballé  
  Compact Disc 19985
- Civil War Naval Songs  
  Compact Disc 20692
- Collins, Michael (perf.). The Lyrical Clarinet  
  Compact Disc 20683
- Elgar. The Kingdom  
  Compact Disc 20605
- Eno, Brian, et. Al. Small Craft on a Milk Sea  
  Compact Disc 19999
- Gherardello, da Firenze. Madrigali, cacce, ballate dal Codice Squarcialupi  
  Compact Disc 19640
- Giordano, Umberto. Fedora  
  Compact Disc 20589
- Glass, Philip. Orphée  
  Compact Disc 20663
- Jazz: Smithsonian Anthology  
  Compact Disc 20666
- Matsui, Keiko. The Road—  
  Compact Disc 20615
- Ravel. Complete Piano Music (Osborne)  
  Compact Disc 20686
- Schubert, Franz. Heliopolis  
  Compact Disc 20665
- Shankar, Ravi. The Master  
  Compact Disc 19836
- Treasury of Civil War Songs  
  Compact Disc 20693
- Yepes, Narciso. Malagueña: Spanish Guitar Music  
  Compact Disc 19690

### New DVDs of Note:

- Fleming & Horostovsky: A Musical Odyssey  
  DVD Video 9019
- Guys and Dolls (MGM)  
  DVD Video 9207
- Handel. Julius Caesar  
  DVD Video 8912
- Heifetz Master Class  
  DVD Video 9330
- Janacek. Katia Kabanova  
  DVD Video 8869
- Joe Bonamassa Live  
  DVD Video 9196
- Lift Every Voice and Sing  
  DVD Video 9022
- A Little Nightmare Music  
  DVD Video 9195
- On the Town  
  DVD Video 9178
- Rimsky-Korsakov. Sadko  
  DVD Video 9141
- Rossini Armida  
  DVD Video 8913
- Shostakovich. The Nose  
  DVD Video 9140

### New on Naxos Music Library online:

- Clementi, Muzio. Complete Piano Works, Petro Spada  
  ARTS47223-2 to 47232-2
- Cooke, Antony, cello. The Solo Cello  
  Centaur CRC 3012
- Guilmant, Alexandre. Organ Symphonies Nos. 1 & 2  
  ARTS ARTS47662=2
- Mascagni. Melodies and Songs  
  ARTS 47636-2
- Reicha, Anton. 18 Variations on a Theme of Mozart  
  Globe GLO 5219
- Sweelinck. Choral Music (3 volumes)  
  Etcetera KTC 1318-1320
- Tchaikovsky. Secular Choruses  
  Brilliant Classics 94210
- United States Marine Corps "President’s Own" Bicentennial Collection  
  Atlissimo (several CDs)
- Vivaldi/Dallapiccola. Cello Sonatas Nos. 1-6  
  Musicaphon M 56917
New Books of Note:

Carter, Ron.  Building Jazz Bass Lines  
MT 330 .C37 B8 1998

Cambridge Companion to Medieval Music  
ML 172 .C29 2011

Feisst, Sabine.  Schoenberg's New World: The American Years  
ML 410 .S283 F45 2011

Hammel.  Teaching Music to Students with Special Needs  
MT 17 .H36 2011

Kaminsky.  Unmasking Ravel  
ML 410 .R23 UJ56 2011

Kok, Roe-Min.  Rethinking Schumann  
ML 410 .S4 O87 2010

Routledge Companion to the Philosophy of Music  
ML 3800 .R625 2011

Rubin, Dave.  R&B Guitar  
MT 582 .R83 2008

Starr, Larry.  George Gershwin  
ML 410 .G288 S73 2011

Tyler, James.  A Guide to Playing the Baroque Guitar  
ML 1015 .G9 T956 2011

Weissman, Dick.  Making a Living in Your Local Music Market  
ML 3790 .W39 2010

Wilson, Scott.  The Supercollider Book

New Scores of Note:

All Around the U.S.A.: 52 Songs from Across the Nation  
M 1629 .A45 2002

Belter’s Book of Comedy Songs  
M 1507 .B43 2010

Blitzstein.  Cain, a ballet  
M 1523 .B55 C3 2011

Buxtehude, Dietrich.  Organ Works  
M 7 .B97 S6 1988

Cage.  Indeterminacy (performance edition)  
M 1470 .C34 IS 2009

Corigliano, John.  The Ghosts of Versailles (vocal score)  
M 1503 .C79 G5 2010


Diction Coach: Arias for Baritone  
M 1507 .A75 B3701

International Jewish Songbook  
M 1850 .I58 1997

Kreisler.  Favorite Encore Folio  
M 217 .F75 1900z

Philip the Chancellor.  Motets and Prosulas  
M 2 .R2383 v. 41

Ruders, Poul.  Kafka’s Trial: A Grand Opera Buffa in Two Acts  
M 1503 .R9193 K34 2006

Rutter, John, ed.  Christmas Motets  
M 2085 .C528 1999

Sheng, Bright.  A Night at the Chinese Opera  
M 221 .S4 N5 2008

Tudor Anthems  
M 2060 .T83 2010

New Popular Music CDs:

Beck, Jeff.  Rock ‘n’ Roll Party Honoring Les Paul  
Compact Disc 20596

Bowie, David.  Reality  
Compact Disc 18832

Charice.  My Inspiration  
Compact Disc 20590

ESPN.  Stadium Anthems: Music for the Fans  
Compact Disc 19993

Jefferson Airplane.  Live at the Fillmore Auditorium.  
Compact Disc 19724

Jenkins, Ella.  A Life of Song  
Compact Disc 20689

LaMontagne, Ray.  Trouble  
Compact Disc 20578

Lotte Lenya sings Kurt Weill  
Compact Disc 20614

Mogwai.  Hardcore will Never Die (But You Will)  
Compact Disc 20695

Saigon (Rapper).  Greatest Story Never Told  
Compact Disc 20606

Selena.  Dreaming of You  
Compact Disc 20587

Soundtrack.  Singin’ in the Rain  
Compact Disc 20612

Soundtrack / Reznor, Trent  The Social Network  
Compact Disc 20653

Voice of the Rainforest  
Compact Disc 20971

Wisin & Yandel.  Los vaqueros, el regreso  
Compact Disc 20588

To request a book, score, CD, or DVD, e-mail the music librarian or go “Suggestions” on the Libraries’ Home Page

For monthly updates go to:  http://liblink.bsu.edu/newlist/
Music Collection News

Featured Scores
Bright Sheng's *A Night at the Chinese Opera* was commissioned by the International Violin Competition of Indianapolis for the 2006 Competition. It is based on a melody from *Farewell My Concubine*, a famous Peking Opera.

Hindemith's *Frankenstein's Monstre Repertoire* has been published for the first time. Hindemith was an accomplished violist, and his wife learned cello as an adult. Two violin students from Yale completed a quartet for home music-making, and Frankenstein's Monstre Repertoire was composed for this group. They were all fans of monster movies, hence the title for these pieces. They were never meant for publication, but they've been published now!

The “score” for John Cage’s *Indeterminacy* consists of ninety one-minute stories drawn from Cage's books and printed on separate cards. The performance edition comes in a box reminiscent of holiday card boxes. This is perhaps the most unusual score in the collection!

Jazz: The Smithsonian Anthology

This new anthology comes bound with a 200-page book of extensive notes and photographs for each track. The set updates the previous collection with recent artists, such as Michael Brecker, Medeski, Martin & Wood, and Tito Puente.

Recordings by Benjamin Britten
Benjamin Britten recorded many of his works, as conductor or pianist. The Music Collection has recently acquired these CDs:

- Benjamin Britten Conducts Benjamin Britten
  Compact Disc 19598
- Michelangelo Sonnets (Britten on piano)
  Compact Disc 17076

Also by the Smithsonian: The Mickey Hart Collection reissues of recording produced by Mickey Hart, former drummer for The Grateful Dead.

Music Index

Ball State now subscribes to Music Index online via Ebscohost, the same database provider that provides RILM. This means you can search them simultaneously! You can find all the indexing services for music via the Libraries’ Articles and Databases page:

http://www.bsu.edu/libraries/

...and did you know?
that you can set up alerts in any Ebscohost database, including Music Index and RILM? Once you have set it up, it will run a search for you and e-mail you the results weekly, monthly or annually. You can also save a Persistent URL for future searches at your convenience.

New on Naxos

Naxos Music Library has added over 4,000 CDs from EMI Classics and over 700 from Virgin Classics. These two labels bring you such major “names” as Perlman, Damrau, Du Pre, Garanca, Mutter, Savall, Nagano, Menuhin, Karajan, Larroche, Rostropovich, Marriner, Fischer-Deskau, Langowski, Barenboim, Rattle, Carreras, Chang, Callas, Ohlsson, Arrau, Gieseking, Hampson, Harrell, Hendricks, Kanawa, Schwarzkopf, Argerich, Mackerras, Norrington, and ensembles such as the Hilliard Ensemble, the London Symphony, the Taverner Consort.

Naxos has also acquired the rights to Sun Records recordings, the rockabilly label that signed Johnny Cash and Jerry Lee Lewis among others.